The intrinsic properties of a neuron determine the translation of synaptic input to axonal output. It is this input-output relationship that is the heart of all nervous system activity. As such, the overall regulation of the intrinsic excitability of a neuron directly determines the output of that neuron at a given point in time, giving the cell a unique "functional identity." To maintain this distinct functional output, neurons must adapt to changing patterns of synaptic excitation. These adaptations are essential to prevent neurons from either falling silent as synaptic excitation falls or becoming saturated as excitation increases. In the absence of stabilizing mechanisms, activity-dependent plasticity could drive neural activity to saturation or quiescence. Furthermore, as cells adapt to changing patterns of synaptic input, presumably the overall balance of intrinsic conductances of the cell must be maintained so that reliable output is achieved (Daoudal and Debanne, 2003; Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004; Frick and Johnston, 2005) . Although these regulatory phenomena have been well documented, the molecular and physiological mechanisms involved are poorly understood.
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This mini-symposium provides an opportunity to review recent work on the relationship between neuronal excitability and how this influences the unique output and function of a neuron. We take the perspective of an increasing scope of analysis, starting from the expression of single genes and ending with broader intercellular effects of modulators on cellular excitability. We first focus on how transcriptional events link the genome to neuronal excitability by examining quantitative levels of gene expression as they relate to functional identity of individual neurons.
This includes focal sampling of ion channel expression by measuring the levels of mRNA for small numbers of channel genes involved in intrinsic excitability. This is then expanded to consider genome-wide screens of differences in gene expression correlated to neuronal cell identity and how this expression profiling can be applied to understand typical as well as pathological states of neuronal excitability. Finally, we explore concepts beyond gene expression related to cellular excitability and its role in determining cell identity, including intracellular posttranslational influences and intercellular neuromodulatory effects on intrinsic excitability.
Ion channel expression, excitability, and functional neuronal identity
One possible mechanism for stabilizing neuronal excitability is an activity-dependent regulation of ion channel expression that counters changes in synaptic input. For example, in Drosophila motor neurons, voltage-gated sodium current (I Na ) changes to compensate for altered levels of synaptic excitation (Mee et al., 2004) . In the absence of synaptic excitation, I Na is significantly elevated, whereas increased excitation results in a reduction in I Na (Fig. 1 A) . Measurement of levels of paralytic ( para) mRNA, which encodes for the sole voltage-gated Na ϩ channel in these neurons, indicates that regulation of I Na is achieved through control of para mRNA level (Fig. 1 B) . The changes in mRNA are likely attributable, at least in part, to activity-dependent translational repression by the known translational repressor pumilio ( pum). pum is both necessary and sufficient for the activitydependent changes observed in para mRNA in differing synaptic activity mutants (Fig. 1C) . Sequence analysis of the para transcript shows it to contain specific motifs, termed nanos response elements, in its multiple 5Ј untranslated regions. These motifs have been shown previously necessary for Pum protein binding to hunchback (hb) RNA. Binding of Pum to hb is the initial step that results in translational repression of this transcript (Baines, 2005) . The presence of these motifs in para indicates a possible direct interaction between Pum and para mRNA, resulting in suppression of translation, and possibly degradation, of the para transcript. Thus, this work provides detailed insight into the regulation of the expression of a single channel protein, para, and its ultimate influence on cellular excitability.
Although altering intrinsic excitability may counter changes in synaptic input, changes in the contribution of only one ionic conductance may throw off the delicate balance of numerous membrane conductances responsible for the firing properties of a cell. Recent work indicates that such regulation of ion channel expression (and ultimately cellular excitability) does not occur independently for single ion channels. Although expression levels for a given ion channel can vary twofold to fourfold in a particular class of neuron (Schulz et al., 2006) , some fixed relationships may exist among ion channels that may play a role in stabilizing functional neuronal output (MacLean et al., 2003; Schulz et al., 2006) . By measuring the levels of mRNA for six different ion channels from the same single identified motor neurons of the crustacean stomatogastric ganglion, recent studies demonstrate that multiple ion channels in a single cell show correlated levels of expression (D. J. Schulz, J.-M. Goaillard, and E. Marder, unpublished observations). For example, in pyloric dilator neurons, six different significant pairwise correlations among these channel types were detected, which revealed an apparent four-way coregulation among shal (I A ), para (I Na ), IH (I H ), and BKKCa (I K [Ca] ) mRNA. Furthermore, in six different individually identifiable cell types examined, no two cell types showed the same set of correlated channel expression levels. These results suggest that, not only do cells compensate for altered excitability, but each different cell type has a unique mechanism at least in part dependent on relative abundance of ion channel expression by which its distinct output is generated and maintained. 
Identifying and understanding the properties of unique classes of neurons using genome-wide expression profiles
The fact that no two uniquely identified cell types show the same pattern of expression among six different ion channels points out that functional differences between a neuron and its neighbors result at least in part from differences in gene expression. An ambitious project has been launched to use these differences in gene expression to bring a systematic approach to the identification and classification of cell types in the mammalian brain Sugino et al., 2006) . The strategy used brings together two powerful and relatively new technologies: transgenic mice and microarrays (Fig. 2) . Genetically encoded markers such as green fluorescent protein can now be selectively expressed in highly restricted populations of neurons with remarkable precision. This allows them to be targeted for electrophysiological recordings to assess their intrinsic excitability properties. The fluorescent marker also allows the neurons to be purified so that mRNA can be extracted, amplified, and probed with microarrays. The result is a comprehensive genome-wide expression profile that can be used as an index of similarity between neuronal cell types and thus, one hopes, the basis for a systematic "neuronal taxonomy" (Sugino et al., 2006) . These expression profiles also provide the identity of large numbers of cell typespecific genes that likely contribute to the distinct functional identities of the different neuronal cell types. Among these, of course, are genes coding for ion channels. These provide a starting point for investigations into the role of individual ion channels in determining electrophysiological phenotypes.
These concepts of expression profiling are already being used to understand normal neuronal function and susceptibility to pathology in neurons with important implications for human health, the midbrain dopaminergic (DA) neurons. In the midbrain, DA neurons are arranged in two overlapping nuclei, the substantia nigra (SN) and the ventral tegmental area (VTA). Selective degeneration or functional dysregulation of DA neurons are causally involved in important human disorders, such as Parkinson disease (PD), drug addiction, and schizophrenia (Seamans and Yang, 2004; Moore et al., 2005; Hyman et al., 2006) . By combining single-cell electrophysiology and gene expression profiling (Fig. 3A) , recent work highlighted the emerging role of ion channels in the pathophysiology of the DA midbrain system Rats were subjected to either kainate-induced continuous seizures (Kainate) or CO 2 -induced brain ischemia (Ischemia). Total brain membrane was prepared, and a fraction was treated in vitro with alkaline phosphatase (AP) to completely dephosphorylate Kv2.1. The arrow indicates the highly phosphorylated Kv2.1, and arrowhead indicates fully dephosphorylated Kv2.1. Numbers on the left denote the molecular weight standards. B, Dispersion of Kv2.1 clusters in brain by ischemia. Brain sections from control and ischemic rats were stained with a specific anti-Kv2.1 antibody. Images show pyramidal neurons in the cerebral cortex. It should be noted that kainate-induced seizures also resulted in dispersion of Kv2.1 clusters. Scale bar, 10 m. C, Changes in the biophysical properties of I K /Kv2.1 by glutamate stimulation and ischemia in cultured neurons. I K currents were recorded in a cultured hippocampal neuron under whole-cell voltage clamp. The half-maximal activation membrane potential (G 1/2 ) and the slope of the activation curve are shown (means Ϯ SEM). The values are from Misonou et al. (2004 Misonou et al. ( , 2005 . (Liss et al., 2005) . Already under physiological control conditions, DA neurons in SN and VTA display a variety of distinct electrophysiological properties that are functionally correlated with the differential expression of related ion channel subunits (for review, see Korotkova et al., 2004; Liss and Roeper 2004) . Ion channel gating orchestrates the electrical activity of DA neurons and in turn their dopamine release (Cragg et al., 1997) . Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that neuronal activity is crucial for the survival of SN DA neurons in chronic neurodegenerative disease: parkinsonism-inducing toxins (the mitochondrial complex I blockers rotenone and 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium) selectively activate ATP-sensitive potassium (K-ATP) channels (Nicols, 2006) in highly vulnerable SN DA neurons but not in more resistant VTA DA neurons. Consequently, normal spontaneous activity of SN DA neurons is inhibited (Liss et al., 2005) . Higher mRNA expression levels of K-ATP channels and lower mRNA levels of the mitochondrial uncoupling protein UCP-2 (Andrews et al., 2005) in SN DA neurons are correlated with the K-ATP channel-dependent selective silencing of these neurons (Fig. 3B) . Genetic inactivation of the pore-forming K-ATP channel subunit Kir6.2 completely rescues the highly vulnerable SN DA population in the chronic in vivo 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) mouse model of PD (Fig. 3C ) (Liss et al., 2005) . Ongoing work aims to identify mechanisms that control activity and differential vulnerability of DA midbrain neurons, upstream and downstream from K-ATP channels, by analyzing gene expression of individual electrophysiologically characterized DA neurons from SN and VTA via microarray strategies. This single-cell approach complements and improves the specificity of recent elegant microarray studies using pools of microdissected SN and VTA DA neurons for global transcriptome comparison (Grimm et al., 2004; Chung et al., 2005; Greene et al., 2005) .
Posttranslational events and the regulation of neuronal identity by cellular excitability
Although understanding the expression of genes involved in cellular excitability and functional identity continues to shed a great deal of light on fundamental questions of neuronal function, expressionlevel analyses reveal only a small portion of the mechanisms of the functional output of a cell. Posttranslational modification, particularly phosphorylation, can rapidly alter the properties of a given ion channel and therefore drastically alter the electrophysiological characteristics of the cell. A prime example of this type of regulation is a voltage-gated K ϩ channel Kv2.1, which mediates somatodendritic I K currents in central neurons (Murakoshi and Trimmer, 1999) . Kv2.1 is expressed in large (ϳ2 m diameter) clusters on the somata and proximal dendrites of principal pyramidal neurons (Lim et al., 2000) and also is highly and constitutively phosphorylated (Fig. 4 A, B) (Park et al., 2006) . Because of its high threshold for voltage-dependent activation (Fig. 4C) , Kv2.1 does not appear to play a prominent role in repolarization of single action potentials (Du et al., 2000; Malin and Nerbonne, 2002) . Furthermore, this unique characteristic of Kv2.1 undergoes dramatic changes under various pathological conditions. In seizure models, it has been demonstrated that resultant Ca 2ϩ influx leads to dramatic dephosphorylation of Kv2.1, dispersion of Kv2.1 clusters, and a large leftward shift in the voltage activation curve of Kv2.1 channel through calcineurin-dependent mechanisms (Fig. 4C) (Misonou et al., 2004) . Kv2.1 then is able to contribute to repolarizing membrane potentials, leading to suppression of overall excitability of neurons. Moreover, brief ischemia causes similar modulation of Kv2.1 (Fig. 4C) induced not by Ca 2ϩ influx but by intracellular Ca 2ϩ release from mitochondria (Misonou et al., 2005) . These findings clearly show that, in response to hyperexcitable conditions, neurons use specific mechanisms to modulate Kv2.1 molecules by phosphorylation events, such that Kv2.1 channels become more active and homeostatically suppress neuronal excitability. This may represent a key but previously unrecognized contributor to a protection against hyperexcitability induced by epileptic seizures and brain ischemia.
Beyond intrinsic properties and cellular excitability: neuropeptidomics and the influence of modulatory substances on neuronal identity An understanding of the intrinsic properties of an individual cell is instrumental to uncovering the mechanisms by which it generates a unique output, but in vivo the excitability of a cell is also shaped by its extracellular environment. In particular, the excitability of cells is often subject to extensive neuromodulation. Therefore, a fundamental understanding of how an individual cell produces a unique functional output requires not only an understanding its intrinsic channel density and subsequent intracellular phosphorylation events but also the identification of the full complement of neuromodulators acting on it. Neuropeptides are modulatory substances that can act via divergent and convergent pathways to provide a balance between the stability and flexibility of an individual neuron and the network(s) to which it belongs (Brezina and Weiss, 1997; Nusbaum et al., 2001; Swensen and Marder, 2001) . A key to understanding this balance is uncovering the mechanisms of how a rich repertoire of neuropeptides can fine tune a well defined neural circuitry to produce multiple outputs at the cellular and network levels. Networks found in the stomatogastric nervous system of crustaceans are extensively modulated by neuromodulators released from projection neurons as well as peptide hormones secreted from neurohemal organs. Using a highly sensitive mass spectrometry-based peptide profiling and de novo sequencing strategy (Fig. 5A) , a large number of novel peptides have been discovered, revealing that even a relatively simple neural network contains an unexpectedly rich diversity of neuropeptides (Fu and Li, 2005; Fu et al., 2005a,b; DeKeyser and Li, 2006) . Using a combined mass spectrometric and electrophysiological approach, this work provides the first evidence that different members of the well known FMRFamide (Phe-Met-Arg-Phe-amide)-like peptide family exhibit differential sensitivity to extracellular peptidase activity (Fig. 5B) , which might provide another mechanism for the modulation of excitability of specific neurons in a neural network (Cruz-Bermudez et al., 2006) . Such combined peptidomic and physiological studies will help to elucidate the functional roles of neuropeptides in neuron and neural network plasticity and advance our understanding of the full complement of mechanisms contributing to the unique identity and output of any given neuron in the nervous system.
Conclusion
The functional specialization of the many distinct classes of neurons that make up the nervous system is determined in large part by the specific sets and relative abundance of ion channels that neurons express. It is these ion channels that dictate the membrane characteristics through which each type of neuron translates its synaptic input into axonal output and ultimately determine the role an individual cell plays in a neural network. The goal of this mini-symposium has been to highlight research that is illuminating the relationships between neuronal excitability and neuronal identity, with the hopes of understanding not only what confers on a cell its unique identity but the underlying cellular mechanisms that allow a cell to maintain this identity in the face of changing synaptic input.
